were capable of predicting toxicity by within a factor of two, and that the modified BLM produced 17 the most accurate toxicity forecasts. However, this was generally dependent on the inclusion of 18 effluent specific water chemistry characteristics in the speciation modelling as well as optimising 19 the dissolved organic carbon 'active' fraction. Only the refined D. magna BLM predicted all 20 EC50 values by within a factor of two using default model parameters and standard model 21 inputs. The results also suggested that the biotic ligand stability constant for sodium may be a 22 poor approximation of the mechanisms governing the influence of sodium where concentrations 23 exceed the range within which the biotic ligand stability constant value had been determined.
INTRODUCTION
Copper is a high-volume usage metal with multiple pathways into the aquatic 33 environment, within which elevated concentrations are of concern due to the potential models and predicts a toxicity endpoint expressed as a dissolved metal concentration.
48
The BLM approach has consideration for both metal speciation and competition for 49 binding at the biotic ligand, thereby providing a quantitative and mechanistic framework 50 for the evaluation of metal toxicity [7] . European Union risk assessment for copper and its compounds [12] . However, in 54 addition to generating interest within the research and risk assessment communities,
55
BLMs have begun to find appeal with regulatory authorities, and appear increasingly 56 likely to be applied as tools to determine site specific water quality standards for a 57 number of metals. In the United States the HydroQual BLM has already been approved 58 for use in determining water quality criteria for copper by the United States
59
Environmental Protection Agency [13] .
60
The increasing prospect of regulatory application, however, has required some 61 consideration for the environmental context within which BLMs may be applied.
62
Whereas the accuracy of the aforementioned BLMs has been validated in a wide range 63 of natural waters, regions which receive sewage effluent inputs with little dilution from 64 receiving waters may effectively require the application of BLMs to waters that comprise 65 significantly of treated wastewater effluent, and for which the accuracy of BLM forecasts 66 is less certain. This is of particular relevance for regions such as the United Kingdom, 67 parts of northern and southern Europe, as well as parts of North America that are 68 known to have low effluent dilution capacity (≤1:10) [14] and which may seek to apply 69 the BLM approach for regulatory purposes. Effluents represent complex mixtures that 70 contain a number of potentially toxic metals that may influence metal toxicity in a 71 manner not accommodated by BLMs that have been developed for a single metal only.
72
The complex and uncertain nature of effluents suggests these might also contain low 
88
The aim of the present study was to evaluate the predictive accuracy of existing However, in the absence of experimental evidence upon which to base such a 428 characterisation, we considered the simplest approach to be most appropriate, that is,
MATERIALS AND METHODS

94
Experimental approach
429
to apply an upper threshold input value. chloride inputs are presented parenthetically in Table 3 .
435
For the HydroQual BLM, the adjustment of sodium and chloride inputs did not 436 produce forecasts that were accurate by within a factor of two, in particular, since the 437 forecasts for effluents A1 and A2 were unaffected by the adjustment of sodium and 438 chloride inputs, however, the accuracy of forecasts for effluents B1 and B2 was but was relatively insensitive to inaccuracies related to the biotic ligand characterisation.
473
The modified BLM was relatively sensitive to departures from both the model 474 description of the influence of water chemistry as well as to inaccuracies relating to the Figure 3 shows the toxicity predictions with adjusted sodium and chloride 484 concentrations using the best fit 'active' DOC fraction given in to induce a 50% acute toxicity effect. 
